1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

The life histories of all species are characterized by variability. No two individuals live the same life, leading to variability in such demographic outcomes as longevity, growth and developmental trajectories, and lifetime reproductive output. Such variance among individuals ultimately determines both the ecological dynamics and the evolutionary potential of species. Lifetime reproductive output is often positively skewed, with many individuals producing few offspring and a long tail of rare individuals producing many offspring ([@bib0080], [@bib0170]). Similarly, longevity varies among individuals, with deaths often peaking at very early life history stages and again at later stages where senescence occurs ([@bib0075]).

Inter-individual variation in demographic outcomes arises from two sources. One is heterogeneity among individuals; the other is chance differences among homogeneous individuals. We define individuals to be homogeneous if they are, at every stage of life, subject to identical demographic rates (mortality, reproduction, growth, development, movement, etc.). For example, if a set of individuals all experience the same mortality schedule, their trajectories from birth to death differ only when one individual is luckier than the other. The inter-individual variability in lifetime outcomes that arises from such chance processes is called *individual stochasticity* ([@bib0020]).[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"}

On the other hand, if the set of individuals contains groups that, at any stage of life, experience different rates, these differences will contribute to inter-individual variability. Within each group, inter-individual variability is due to stochasticity (because within each group, all individuals experience the same rates), whereas the difference among groups results from heterogeneity in traits or environments linked to the different rates experienced by the different groups.

Heterogeneity is a broad term, encompassing all manners of differences in vital rates among individuals. One might think that heterogeneity is a new concern, but that is far from the case. Demography is, and always has been, a science of heterogeneity. The recognition that individuals of different ages are heterogeneous in mortality and fertility motivated the development of life tables, longevity statistics, stable population theory and the rest of age-classified demography (e.g., [@bib0140], [@bib0135]). The recognition that size, developmental stage, or physiological condition might be more important motivated stage-classified demography (e.g., [@bib0130], [@bib0165], [@bib0015]).

Within age- or stage-classified demography, we know how to calculate the variance due to individual stochasticity in longevity ([@bib0020]) and lifetime reproductive output ([@bib0215]). These analyses, in the form of matrix population models, provide a basis for analyzing the effect of additional sources of heterogeneity, by incorporating them into the demographic state space.

Start by defining a set of individuals that is of interest. Inter-individual variability within this set, in some demographic outcome, will depend on heterogeneity and stochasticity. To make the discussion more concrete, suppose that the set consists of individuals within one age class, say age at birth. Suppose that the individuals in the set are heterogeneous in a property called frailty, which influences the mortality rates experienced at any age.

Suppose further that the outcome of interest is longevity. We divide the set of individuals into groups based on their frailty at birth. The lives of the individuals within each group unfold under the influence of stochasticity. Each group has its own typical outcome.

The variable defining such heterogeneity may remain fixed at its initial value (e.g., genotype, or some kinds of frailty) or may change dynamically through the life cycle (e.g., resources, physiological condition, health; see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). If dynamic, its changes contribute to the stochastic component of the variation.Table 1Examples of types of individual heterogeneity.Table 1InternalExternalFixedGenotypeExperimental treatmentsFrailtySocial statusOther (latent) traitsLocation  DynamicHealthEnvironmental stochasticityPrior stateDensity

Matrix population models have been used to quantify the contributions of individual stochasticity and heterogeneity to the variance in demographic outcomes (e.g., [@bib0110], [@bib0045]). Some studies have found that stochasticity alone can account for most, or at least a substantial fraction, of the observed variance in lifetime reproductive output of, e.g., nematodes and polychaetes ([@bib0025]), seabirds ([@bib0200], [@bib0195], [@bib0190]), birds and mammals ([@bib0205]), and humans ([@bib0220]). In such cases, heterogeneity can be invoked only with additional evidence. One of the best forms of evidence is statistical identification and estimation of the heterogeneity, either as a latent or an observed variable (e.g., [@bib0010], [@bib0005]).

Given such an estimate, a quantitative assessment of the contribution of heterogeneity is achieved by incorporating the heterogeneity into the i-state space of the demographic model, resulting in a multistate or age $\times$ stage-classified model. These models are constructed using vec-permutation matrix methods ([@bib0030], [@bib0055], [@bib0045]). Individuals are classified according to a two-dimensional state space; one dimension describes the progression through the life history (e.g., age, size, developmental stage), and the other dimension describes the movement among heterogeneity "groups". The groups may represent observable properties (e.g., health, resources, environmental conditions) or unobserved latent variables (e.g., frailty). Methods for estimation of latent variables from individual data is a rapidly growing field of its own (recently reviewed in [@bib0100] and [@bib0105]; see also works on mixture models such as [@bib0160], [@bib0085]).

The multistate model that results from expanding the state space is itself a Markov chain, from which variance in a variety of demographic outcomes can be calculated. We will focus on longevity and lifetime reproductive output. Because the model contains groups within which all individuals experience identical rates, but which differ from each other, it is possible to partition the variance into variance within groups (attributable to individual stochasticity) and variance among the groups (resulting from heterogeneity).

As of this writing, in most cases, only a small fraction of the variance can be attributed to heterogeneity. [@bib0115] found that unobserved frailty in the gamma-Gompertz--Makeham mortality model contributed less than 10% of the variance in longevity in several human populations. An analysis of laboratory insect populations found that latent heterogeneity in mortality parameters contributed a median of 35% of the variance in longevity ([@bib0110]). [@bib0125] found that unobserved heterogeneity in the southern fulmar contributed 5.9% of the variance in longevity, 3.7% of the variance in age at first reproduction, and 22% of the variance in lifetime reproductive output. [@bib0185] partitioned the variance in a population of kittiwakes and a population of plants, where the heterogeneity was, again, unobserved.[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} In these studies, heterogeneity could generally explain a small fraction of the longevity and age at first reproduction, and a slightly larger fraction of lifetime reproductive output.

Heterogeneity can also arise from external factors that are directly observable (but possibly neglected). One such set of factors in human populations are lumped under the term socioeconomic status. Status, as measured by income, education, or other metrics, is known to affect life expectancy. However, several analyses have found that only a small fraction (a few percent) of the variance in longevity is due to socioeconomic heterogeneity ([@bib0180], [@bib0035], [@bib0240]).

In plants and animals external factors often correspond to environmental conditions. A set of individuals at the same age or stage may be heterogeneous in location, microclimate, resource availability, or disturbance history. That heterogeneity will contribute to variance in the demographic outcome. Environmental conditions may be dynamic, such as fire or resource availability, or fixed, such as microclimate variation in sessile organisms. We provide examples of both fixed and dynamic heterogeneity, in Sections [4](#sec0065){ref-type="sec"} and [5](#sec0070){ref-type="sec"}.

By incorporating the heterogeneity, be it fixed or dynamic, into the individual state space, we turn the variance, and its components, into demographic quantities. As such, they depend on the life history characteristics, including the definitions of the state space, the lifespan of the species, whether the heterogeneity affects survival, reproduction, or development (or some combination of these), and the way the individuals are *mixed* among the heterogeneity groups. As with any other demographic quantity, sensitivity analysis is a powerful and essential tool for analyzing this dependence and quantifying how changes in the life history will change variance components.

In this study, we present a general sensitivity analysis of the components of variance in an arbitrary demographic outcome. We will begin by defining a notation for the variance component calculations, and then develop sensitivity formulae. We illustrate the sensitivity analysis with two examples: an age $\times$ frailty-classified model for a species of fruit fly, and a stochastic stage $\times$ environment model for a perennial herb with a fire-dependent life history.

In the case of the fruit fly, increasing mortality increases the variance due to stochasticity and reduces the variance due to heterogeneity. The effects are strongest at early ages. In the case of the plant, increasing mortality reduces both variance components; increasing fertility increases both components. The effects are strongest at large size classes. The diversity of these responses demonstrates that sensitivity analysis can reveal connections between variance components and the parameters that define the life cycle. They also suggest the value of further theoretical and comparative analyses.

**A note on notation.** Our analysis requires careful mathematical notation to be clear, so we specify our general notation here. Matrices are denoted by upper-case boldface letters (e.g., $\mathbf{P}$), and vectors by lower-case boldface letters (e.g., $\mathbf{\rho}$). Vectors are column vectors by default; $\mathbf{x}^{\mathsf{T}}$ is the transpose of $\mathbf{x}$. The vector $\mathbf{1}_{n}$ is a $n \times 1$ vector of ones, $\mathbf{I}_{n}$ is the identity matrix of order $n$, and $\mathbf{e}_{i}$ is the $i$th unit vector, with a 1 in the $i$th entry and zeros elsewhere. The diagonal matrix with the vector $\mathbf{x}$ on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere is denoted $\mathcal{D}(\mathbf{x})$. The symbol $\circ$ denotes the Hadamard, or element-by-element product and $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker product. The vec operator ${vec}\,\mathbf{X}$ stacks the columns of an $m \times n$ matrix $\mathbf{X}$ into an ${mn} \times 1$ column vector. The vec-permutation matrix $\mathbf{K}_{m,n}$ satisfies ${vec}\left( \mathbf{X}^{\mathsf{T}} \right) = \mathbf{K}_{m,n}{vec}\,\mathbf{X}$. In cases where it will help understanding, we indicate the dimension of displayed matrix expressions. The expectation and variance are denoted by $E( \cdot )$ and $V( \cdot )$.

2. Variance decomposition in demographic models {#sec0010}
===============================================

To develop our results, we must bring together several different components and methods. We first define the variance components, then the sensitivity of the variance components in general, and then the demographic model from which they can be calculated. Finally, we will show how to make the sensitivity calculations specific by applying them to two examples.

2.1. Stages, groups, and outcomes {#sec0015}
---------------------------------

The population is classified into stages $x = 1,\ldots,s$ (age or size classes, developmental stages, etc.) and a set of heterogeneity groups $\gamma = 1,\ldots,g$ (genotype, frailty, environmental condition, etc.). The definition of stages and groups is investigator-specific. For example, from the perspective of a stage-classified model, age is a form of heterogeneity; from the perspective of an age-classified model, the same is true of developmental stage ([@bib0045]).

We are interested in a demographic outcome which we denote by $\xi$. The properties of the random variable $\xi$ depend on the action of the vital rates over the life cycle, including transitions among stages within the heterogeneity groups, and transitions among heterogeneity groups, to the extent that such transitions are possible.

2.2. Conditional means and variances {#sec0020}
------------------------------------

We define the conditional means and variances of $\xi$, conditional on group membership, as$$m_{i} = E\left( {\xi|\gamma = i} \right),$$$$v_{i} = V\left( {\xi|\gamma = i} \right)$$for $i = 1,\ldots,g$. These conditional values are collected in mean and variance vectors$$\mathbf{m} = \begin{pmatrix}
m_{1} \\
 \vdots \\
m_{g} \\
\end{pmatrix}\quad\mathbf{v} = \begin{pmatrix}
v_{1} \\
 \vdots \\
v_{g} \\
\end{pmatrix}.$$The calculation of $\mathbf{m}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ depends on the life cycle and on the choice of variable $\xi$.

The distribution of individuals among groups is given by a probability distribution vector $\mathbf{\pi}$, of dimension $g \times 1$. We refer to this as the *mixing distribution* (sensu [@bib0095]). The mixing distribution determines how individuals are distributed among the heterogeneity groups, and thus is one of the determinants of the variance in demographic outcomes.

The mixing distribution is specified at the point in the life cycle from which the demographic outcome is calculated (e.g., at birth or some other chosen stage). The mixing distribution must be specified by the investigator (this is a feature, not a bug). It might be obtained from a model (e.g., the group distribution in the stable population), estimated from data ([@bib0110], [@bib0125]), measured from observed covariates ([@bib0180]), or assumed (e.g., a uniform distribution) as a pseudo-experiment.

2.3. Variance components {#sec0025}
------------------------

Variance components are calculated from the conditional means and variances. The mean of $\xi$ is the mean, calculated over the distribution $\mathbf{\pi}$ of $\gamma$, of the conditional means,$$E(\xi) = E_{\pi}\left\lbrack {E(\xi|\gamma)} \right\rbrack$$$$= \mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{m}.$$The variance of $\xi$ contains two terms,$$V(\xi) = E_{\pi}\left\lbrack {V\left( {\xi|\gamma} \right)} \right\rbrack + V_{\pi}\left\lbrack {E\left( {\xi|\gamma} \right)} \right\rbrack$$$$= \underset{within}{\underset{︸}{V_{w}(\xi)}} + \underset{between}{\underset{︸}{V_{b}(\xi)}},$$where $V_{w}$ is the within-group variance and $V_{b}$ is the between-group variance (e.g., [@bib0175], [@bib0095]). The within-group variance is the mean of the conditional variances, with weights specified by $\mathbf{\pi}$. The between-group variance is the weighted variance of the conditional group means. These variance components capture the effects of heterogeneity and stochasticity. If the groups had identical rates, there would be no heterogeneity, and $V_{b}$ would be zero. If the outcome within each group was totally determined by group membership, there would be no stochasticity, and $V_{w}$ would be zero.

In our notation, the within-group and between-group variances are computed as$$V_{w}(\xi) = \mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{v},$$$$V_{b}(\xi) = \mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\left( {\mathbf{m} \circ \mathbf{m}} \right) - \left( {\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{m}} \right)^{2}.$$The fraction of the total variance contributed by heterogeneity,$$\mathcal{K} = \frac{V_{b}}{V_{b} + V_{w}}$$is known as the intraclass correlation coefficient in quantitative genetics ([@bib0090]), and its square root is known as the correlation ratio in probability theory ([@bib0175]). If $\xi$ is independent of $\gamma$, then $\mathcal{K} = 0$. If $\mathcal{K} = 1$, then $\xi$ is a deterministic function of $\gamma$ ([@bib0175]) and individual stochasticity makes no contribution to the variance in $\xi$.

2.4. Sensitivity of the variance components {#sec0030}
-------------------------------------------

To find the sensitivity of $V_{b}$, $V_{w}$, and $\mathcal{K}$ to changes in demographic parameters we differentiate Eqs. [(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to $\mathbf{m}$ and $\mathbf{v}$. Our methods are an application of matrix calculus; see [@bib0040] for a summary of ecological applications and [@bib0150], [@bib0155] for detailed mathematics.

As always in these applications, we begin by writing the differentials of the variance components in terms of the differentials of the model components. The chain rule then permits us to write the derivative of the variance component with respect to a vector $\mathbf{\theta}$ of parameters that affect the vital rates. In this paper, we focus on parametric effects on $\mathbf{m}$ and $\mathbf{v}$. We will treat the mixing distribution $\mathbf{\pi}$ as fixed, so derivatives with respect to $\mathbf{\pi}$ do not appear.

**Within-group variance.** Differentiating [(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"} gives$$dV_{w} = \frac{\partial V_{w}}{\partial\mathbf{v}}d\mathbf{v}$$$$= \mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}d\mathbf{v}.$$Let $\mathbf{\theta}$ be a vector of parameters of interest; the chain rule gives$$\frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}}.$$

**Between-group variance.** The differential of the between-group variance, from [(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}, is$$dV_{b} = \frac{\partial V_{b}}{\partial\mathbf{m}^{\mathsf{T}}}d\mathbf{m}$$$$= \left\lbrack {2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathcal{D}(\mathbf{m}) - 2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{m}\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right\rbrack d\mathbf{m}.$$Once again, dependence on a parameter vector $\mathbf{\theta}$ yields$$\frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \left\lbrack {2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathcal{D}(\mathbf{m}) - 2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{m}\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right\rbrack\frac{d\mathbf{m}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}}.$$

**Intra-class correlation.** Using Eqs. [(13)](#eq0065){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(16)](#eq0080){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it is also possible to differentiate $\mathcal{K}$, as given in [(10)](#eq0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}, with respect to a vector of parameters, giving$$\frac{d\mathcal{K}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \left( \frac{1 + \mathcal{K}}{V_{b} + V_{w}} \right)\frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} - \left( \frac{\mathcal{K}}{V_{b} + V_{w}} \right)\frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}}.$$

The expressions [(13)](#eq0065){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(16)](#eq0080){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [(17)](#eq0085){ref-type="disp-formula"} are the droids we are looking for. They require the derivatives of the conditional means and variances with respect to the model parameters. These derivatives in turn depend on the model, the choice of an outcome $\xi$, and the mixing distribution. To find them, we begin by constructing the model.

3. Incorporating heterogeneity: vec-permutation models for stages and groups {#sec0035}
============================================================================

In order to calculate both within- and between-group variances, we incorporate both demographic $i$-states and heterogeneity groups into the demographic model. In this section, we present a general age $\times$ stage framework that does so. We use it to develop expressions for the conditional means and variances of the outcome $\xi$, from which the variance components $V_{b}$, $V_{w}$, and $\mathcal{K}$ can be computed. The model provides expressions that can be differentiated with respect to parameters specific to the life history stages and heterogeneity groups.

The multistate model is constructed using the vec-permutation framework, which can incorporate both fixed and dynamic heterogeneity. A complete description of the method, for constructing age $\times$ stage models, is given in [@bib0045], so we do not repeat the details here. When heterogeneity is dynamic; i.e., when individuals can change from one group to another during their lives, it is essential to incorporate the heterogeneity into the state space. When heterogeneity is fixed the vec-permutation approach is equivalent to treating each group independently but it has the advantage of permitting exploration of non-fixed groups.

3.1. Model construction {#sec0040}
-----------------------

The population composition can be thought of as given by a matrix$$\mathcal{N} = \begin{pmatrix}
n_{11} & \cdots & n_{1s} \\
 \vdots & & \vdots \\
n_{g1} & \cdots & n_{g\ s} \\
\end{pmatrix}$$in which rows correspond to heterogeneity groups and columns to stages. The population vector $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{n}}}$ is obtained by applying the vec operator to $\mathcal{N}$, which results inwhere groups are organized within stages. The population projection matrix is$$\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{A}}} = \widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}} + \widetilde{\mathbf{\text{F}}},$$where the survival and transition matrix $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$ and the fertility matrix $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{F}}}$ each inherit the group-within-stage block structure of [(19)](#eq0095){ref-type="disp-formula"}. We use the tilde to identify vectors or matrices with this block structure. These matrices are constructed from demographic rates specific to both stages and groups, and capture both kinds of transitions. The $s \times s$ matrix $\mathbf{U}_{i}$ describes transitions among stages for group $i$. The $g \times g$ matrix $\mathbf{D}_{j}$ describes transitions among groups for individuals in stage $j$. If heterogeneity is fixed, $\mathbf{D}_{j}$ is an identity matrix. The $s \times s$ matrix $\mathbf{F}_{i}$ gives stage-specific fertility for individuals in group $i$, and the $g \times g$ matrix $\mathbf{H}_{j}$ allocates offspring newly produced by stage $j$ into their appropriate groups. These matrices are incorporated into ${gs} \times {gs}$ block diagonal matrices $\mathbb{U}$, $\mathbb{D}$, $\mathbb{F}$, and $\mathbb{H}$. For example,$$\mathbb{U} = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{g}\left( {\mathbf{L}_{i}\mathbf{U}_{i}\mathbf{Q}_{i}} \right),$$where $\mathbf{L}_{i}$ and $\mathbf{Q}_{i}$ are block-construction matrices ([@bib0060]), given as$$\mathbf{L}_{i} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{0}_{(i - 1)s \times s} \\
\mathbf{I}_{s \times s} \\
\mathbf{0}_{(g - i)s \times s} \\
\end{pmatrix},\quad\mathbf{Q}_{i} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{0}_{s \times s(i - 1)} & \mathbf{I}_{s \times s} & \mathbf{0}_{s \times s(g - i)} \\
\end{pmatrix}\quad i = 1,\ldots,g.$$Finally, the block-structured projection matrices are given by$$\widetilde{\mathbf{U}} = \mathbb{D}\,\mathbf{K}\,\mathbb{U}\,\mathbf{K}^{\mathsf{T}},$$$$\widetilde{\mathbf{F}} = \mathbb{H}\,\mathbf{K}\,\mathbb{F}\,\mathbf{K}^{\mathsf{T}}.$$The vec-permutation matrix $\mathbf{K}$ permutes the rows and columns in such a way that the orientation defined by [(19)](#eq0095){ref-type="disp-formula"} is preserved.

3.2. Moments of demographic outcomes {#sec0045}
------------------------------------

We consider a demographic outcome that can be calculated from (and thus inherits the structure of) the multistate Markov chain; we denote this vector outcome by $\widetilde{\mathbf{\xi}}$. Its entries give the outcome for all $gs$ combinations of stage and group. The model will provide the moments of $\widetilde{\mathbf{\xi}}$, which in turn provide the mean and variance vectors,The vectors $\mathbf{m}$ and $\mathbf{v}$ of the conditional means and variances within the set of interest are obtained from $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}$ and $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}$. Specify a stage $j$ in which our cohort of interest will be initialized. This is often the first stage, or stage at birth, but it could be any stage. Then, the conditional mean and variance vectors in Eq. [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} are given by$$\mathbf{m} = \left( {\mathbf{e}_{j}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}_{g}} \right)\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}},$$$$\mathbf{v} = \left( {\mathbf{e}_{j}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}_{g}} \right)\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}},$$where $\mathbf{e}_{j}$ is the $j$th unit vector of length $s$; it extracts the $j$th life history stage and $\mathbf{I}_{g}$ keeps all the heterogeneity groups.

The demographic outcome $\xi$ is a function of some set of parameters, collected in a vector $\mathbf{\theta}$. So far we have not specified the outcome $\xi$ or how it is calculated. We do so now for two cases, longevity and lifetime reproduction.

**Variance in longevity.** Longevity is the outcome of the mortality hazards faced by an individual as it moves through life history stages and among heterogeneity groups. The mean and variance of longevity are calculated from the multistate fundamental matrix$$\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}} = {(\mathbf{I} - \widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}})}^{- 1},$$from which we obtain the vectors of the first and second moments of longevity ($\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}$) as$${\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{1}^{\mathsf{T}} = \mathbf{1}_{g\ s}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}},$$$${\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{2}^{\mathsf{T}} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{1}^{\mathsf{T}}(2\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}} - \mathbf{I}_{g\ s}).$$These moment vectors inherit the stage-within-group structure of $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$. From these, the mean and variance vectors in [(25)](#eq0125){ref-type="disp-formula"} are$$\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{1},$$$$\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{2} - \left( {{\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{1} \circ {\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{1}} \right).$$

**Variance in lifetime reproductive output.** Lifetime reproductive output depends on mortality and fertility for all stages and all heterogeneity groups. The life cycle transitions are described by the Markov chain transition matrixThe final state, in the last row of $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{P}}}$, is the absorbing state of death. The vector $\mathbf{d}_{1 \times {g\ s}}$ can be written as a matrix when there are multiple absorbing states, i.e., ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{M}}}}_{\alpha \times {g\ s}}$, where $\alpha$ represents the number of absorbing states.

Reproduction is described as a *reward* that individuals accumulate as they survive and move among the stages of their life cycle ([@bib0025], [@bib0210], [@bib0215], [@bib0220]). The statistics of reproduction are given by matrices containing the moments of rewards associated with all possible transitions in $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{P}}}$; we will be concerned with the first and second moments ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}$ and ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}$. See [@bib0215] for a general discussion of how these moments might be obtained.

Lifetime reproductive output is the accumulated reproductive reward over the lifetime of an individual. Its first and second moments are$${\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{Z}\left( {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{P}}} \circ {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}} \right)^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{1}_{{g\ s} + 1},$$$${\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{2} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}\left\lbrack {\mathbf{Z}\left( {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{P}}} \circ {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}} \right)^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{1}_{{g\ s} + 1} + 2\left( {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}} \circ {\widehat{\mathbf{R}}}_{1}} \right)^{\mathsf{T}}{\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1}} \right\rbrack.$$where $\mathbf{Z}$ is a matrix that cleaves off the absorbing state ($\mathbf{Z}^{\mathsf{T}}$ glues it back on) and ${\widehat{\mathbf{R}}}_{k}$ is the submatrix of ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{k}$ without the absorbing state ([@bib0215]).[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"}

The vectors ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1}$ and ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{2}$, of dimension ${g\ s} \times 1$, inherit the block structure of $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$, and give the (remaining) lifetime reproductive output of individuals in every group, within every stage. In terms of these moments, the vectors containing the multistate means and variances of lifetime reproductive output in [(25)](#eq0125){ref-type="disp-formula"} are$$\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1},$$$$\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{2} - ({\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1} \circ {\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1}).$$

3.3. Sensitivity analysis {#sec0050}
-------------------------

In order to obtain the sensitivity of the variance components it is useful to consider the paths of dependency between the parameters and the outcome. [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a shows the links between the mortality schedule of heterogeneity group $i$ and the components of variance in longevity. [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b shows the links between the fertility and mortality schedules of group $i$ and the components of variance in lifetime reproductive output.Fig. 1Example dependencies between parameters and variance components in a multistate model.Fig. 1

In the paths in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a and b, vital rates are first translated into the multistate framework ($\mathbb{U}$ and $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}$, respectively), then transformed into the matrices used in the computations ($\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$ and $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}$ for longevity calculations, and $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$, ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}$, and ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}$ for LRO calculations).

### 3.3.1. Longevity {#sec0055}

The sensitivity equations for the components of variance in longevity, corresponding to the dependencies in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}a, are$$\begin{aligned}
\left( \frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{\mu}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right|_{{{group} =}i} & {= \left( \frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{m}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{m}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad \times \left( \frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbb{U}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbb{U}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{U}_{i}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbf{U}_{i}}{d\mathbf{\mu}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right),} \\
\end{aligned}$$$$\begin{aligned}
\left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{\mu}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right|_{{{group} =}i} & {= \left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{v}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad \times \left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbb{U}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbb{U}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{U}_{i}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbf{U}_{i}}{d\mathbf{\mu}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right).} \\
\end{aligned}$$In these expressions, the mean and variance vectors, $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}$ and $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}$, are the vectors given by [(31)](#eq0155){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(32)](#eq0160){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Eqs. [(38)](#eq0190){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(39)](#eq0195){ref-type="disp-formula"} give the sensitivity of the variance components to the stage-specific mortality schedule within a specified group. The effect of perturbations in multiple groups is obtained by adding these group-specific sensitivities.

Some of the derivatives in Eqs. [(38)](#eq0190){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(39)](#eq0195){ref-type="disp-formula"} are determined by the construction of the matrices, and generally applicable to any model. These are given in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. Others are specific to the life cycle and parameterization under investigation; these are presented in Section [4](#sec0065){ref-type="sec"}.Table 2General derivatives for variance components in longevity.Table 2DerivativeEquation$\frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{v}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}$[(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{m}^{\mathsf{T}}} = 2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathcal{D}(\mathbf{m}) - 2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{m}\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}$[(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d\mathcal{K}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \frac{1 + \mathcal{K}}{V_{b} + V_{w}}\frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} - \frac{\mathcal{K}}{V_{b} + V_{w}}\frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}}$[(10)](#eq0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d\mathbf{m}}{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}} = \left( {\mathbf{e}_{j}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}_{s}} \right)$[(26)](#eq0130){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \left( {\mathbf{e}_{j}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}_{s}} \right)$[(27)](#eq0135){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} = \left( {{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}} \right)$[(28)](#eq0140){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbb{U}} = \left( {\mathbf{K} \otimes \mathbb{D}\mathbf{K}} \right)$[(23)](#eq0115){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d{vec}\,\mathbb{U}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{U}_{i}} = \left( {\mathbf{Q}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{L}_{i}} \right)$[(21)](#eq0105){ref-type="disp-formula"}

### 3.3.2. Lifetime reproductive output {#sec0060}

Lifetime reproductive output depends on both fertility and mortality. Following the dependencies illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b, we have the sensitivities of the between-group variance $V_{b}$ to fertility and to mortality,$$\begin{aligned}
\left( \frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{f}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right|_{{group} = i} & {= \left( \frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{m}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{m}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad \times \left( \frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}{d\mathbf{f}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right),} \\
\end{aligned}$$$$\begin{aligned}
\left( \frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{\mu}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right|_{{group} = i} & {= \left( \frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{m}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{m}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad \times \left( \frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbb{U}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbb{U}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{U}_{i}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbf{U}_{i}}{d\mathbf{\mu}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right).} \\
\end{aligned}$$Note that the fertility vector $\mathbf{f}$ affects $V_{b}$ only through ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}$, and the mortality vector $\mathbf{\mu}$ affects $V_{b}$ only through $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$. In these and the following equations, $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}$ and $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}$ are the vectors defined in Eqs. [(36)](#eq0180){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(37)](#eq0185){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The sensitivities of the within-group variance $V_{w}$ are$$\begin{aligned}
\left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{f}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right|_{{group} = i} & {= \left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{v}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}{d\mathbf{f}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)} \\
 & {= \left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{v}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left\lbrack \left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}} \right) \right)} \\
 & {\quad\left( {+ \left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}} \right)} \right\rbrack\left( \frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}{d\mathbf{f}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right),} \\
\end{aligned}$$$$\begin{aligned}
\left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{\mu}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right|_{{group} = i} & {= \left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{v}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}}{d\mathbf{\mu}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)} \\
 & {= \left( \frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{v}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)\left( \frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad \times \left( \frac{d{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbb{U}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbb{U}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{U}_{i}} \right)\left( \frac{d{vec}\,\mathbf{U}_{i}}{d\mathbf{\mu}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right).} \\
\end{aligned}$$Some of the derivatives of $V_{w}$ with respect to mortality are the same as in the case of longevity, and given in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. Some of the derivatives with respect to fertility are also determined only by the construction of the model and are generally applicable; these are given in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}. Those derivatives in [(40)](#eq0200){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(43)](#eq0215){ref-type="disp-formula"} that are specific to the life cycle and the model are given in the case study of Section [5](#sec0070){ref-type="sec"}.Table 3General derivatives for variance components in lifetime reproductive output with respect to fertility.Table 3DerivativeEquation$\frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{v}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}$[(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{m}^{\mathsf{T}}} = 2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathcal{D}(\mathbf{m}) - 2\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}\mathbf{m}\mathbf{\pi}^{\mathsf{T}}$[(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d\mathcal{K}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \frac{1 + \mathcal{K}}{V_{b} + V_{w}}\frac{dV_{b}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}} - \frac{\mathcal{K}}{V_{b} + V_{w}}\frac{dV_{w}}{d\mathbf{\theta}^{\mathsf{T}}}$[(10)](#eq0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d\mathbf{m}}{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}} = \left( {\mathbf{e}_{j}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}_{s}} \right)$[(26)](#eq0130){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d\mathbf{v}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \left( {\mathbf{e}_{j}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}_{s}} \right)$[(27)](#eq0135){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}} = \left( {\mathbf{I}_{{({g\ s} + 1)}^{2}} + 2\mathcal{D}({vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1})} \right)$[(54)](#eq0275){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} = \left( {\mathbf{Z}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{{g\ s} + 1}} \right)$[(52)](#eq0265){ref-type="disp-formula"}$\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}{d\mathbf{f}_{i}} = \mathbf{K}\mathbf{L}_{i}$[(51)](#eq0260){ref-type="disp-formula"}

4. Case study: heterogeneous frailty and variance in longevity {#sec0065}
==============================================================

To illustrate sensitivity analysis, we analyze the components of the variance in longevity for an age-classified population with latent heterogeneity groups that affect mortality. We will call this latent variable "frailty," although it is not exactly frailty *sensu* [@bib0235] and [@bib0230], who used the term to describe a multiplicative hazard effect. The analysis is based on data from an experimental population of the fruit fly *Anastrepha obliqua*, as described in [@bib0225]. That study reported daily mortality for 134,807 adult female flies.

In a search for latent, unobserved heterogeneity, [@bib0110] fit a mixture of Weibull survival functions to these data using the EM algorithm. AIC methods identified a model with six heterogeneity groups, each with a different set of Weibull parameters and thus a different age schedule of mortality. [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the distributions of age at death for the six frailty groups and for the mixture of the six groups. All analyses were performed in [Matlab]{.smallcaps} (code is available in the supplementary material).Fig. 2Weibull distributions for age at death for groups of *A. obliqua* females with a different frailty. Dashed lines represent the distributions of age at death for the frailty groups. The solid line is the mixture of these Weibull distributions across groups.Fig. 2

The mean and variance of longevity were calculated using Eqs. [(28)](#eq0140){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(32)](#eq0160){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and are shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}. The first three frailty groups have higher mean longevity, and especially groups 1 and 3 have high variance in longevity as well.Fig. 3Mean and variance in longevity at eclosion for the different frailty groups in fruit flies.Fig. 3

The mixing distribution of newly eclosed adult flies among frailty groups is was estimated as$$\mathbf{\pi} = \begin{pmatrix}
0.06 & 0.20 & 0.20 & 0.16 & 0.24 & 0.14 \\
\end{pmatrix}^{\mathsf{T}}.$$([@bib0110]). The variance components, calculated from Eqs. [(5)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(6)](#eq0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(7)](#eq0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(8)](#eq0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(9)](#eq0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(10)](#eq0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}, are$$\begin{array}{l}
{E_{\pi}(\eta) = 18.9,} \\
{V_{w} = 37.3,} \\
{V_{b} = 109.4,} \\
{V = 146.6,} \\
{\mathcal{K} = 0.746.} \\
\end{array}$$That is, 75% of the variance in longevity arises from heterogeneity in frailty between individuals, with 25% of the variance due to individual stochasticity. This is a large contribution of heterogeneity relative to other species ([@bib0110]), which makes it an interesting example on which to perform sensitivity analysis.

The derivatives in Eqs. [(38)](#eq0190){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(39)](#eq0195){ref-type="disp-formula"} that are specific to this case (i.e., specific to an age-classified life cycle, longevity as the dependent variable, mortality as the independent variable) are as follows. Differentiating [(29)](#eq0145){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}$ gives$$\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}} = \left( {\mathbf{I}_{g\ s} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{g\ s}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right).$$Differentiating [(32)](#eq0160){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}$ gives$$\begin{aligned}
\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}} & {= 2{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}\left( {\mathbf{I}_{g\ s} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{g\ s}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right) - \left( {\mathbf{I}_{g\ s} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{g\ s}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad + 2\left( {\mathbf{I}_{g\ s} \otimes {\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{1}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right) - 2\mathcal{D}({\widetilde{\mathbf{\eta}}}_{1})\left( {\mathbf{I}_{g\ s} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{g\ s}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right).} \\
\end{aligned}$$Because the model is age-classified, $\mathbf{U}_{i}$ is given by$$\mathbf{U}_{i} = \mathbf{Y} \circ (\mathbf{1}_{s}\mathbf{\sigma}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}),$$where $\mathbf{Y}$ is a matrix with ones on the subdiagonal and zeros elsewhere, and the survival vector $\mathbf{\sigma}_{i}$ is$$\mathbf{\sigma}_{i} = e^{- \mathbf{\mu}_{i}}.$$Differentiating [(47)](#eq0240){ref-type="disp-formula"} gives$$\frac{d{vec}\,\mathbf{U}_{i}}{d\mathbf{\mu}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} = - \mathcal{D}({vec}\,\mathbf{Y})\left( {\mathbf{I}_{s} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{s}} \right)\mathcal{D}(\mathbf{\sigma}_{i}).$$

The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}. The left column shows the sensitivity of $V_{w}$ ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}a), $V_{b}$ ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}c), and $\mathcal{K}$ ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}e) to changes in age-specific mortality within each group, holding mortality in other groups constant. These are the conditional derivatives in Eqs. [(38)](#eq0190){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(39)](#eq0195){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Mortality in group 3 has a strong positive effect on $V_{w}$ and a strong negative effect on $V_{b}$. The effect on $\mathcal{K}$ is negative. Overall the effects of group-specific mortality on $\mathcal{K}$ are qualitatively similar to the effects on $V_{b}$. Both variance components are most sensitive to changes in mortality at early ages, and practically insensitive to changes after age 20, with the exception of group 3, which happens to have the longest life expectancy (35 days, compared to 19 days for a mixed cohort).Fig. 4Sensitivity analyses of the variance components in longevity in *A. obliqua* fruit flies. The colored lines in the left column represent a change in the within-group variance (a), the between-group variance (c) and the intraclass correlation, $\mathcal{K}$, (e) resulting from changing mortality in one of the frailty groups. The black line in the right column represents the change in the within-group (b) and between-group (d) variance components, and $\mathcal{K}$ (f) for the full population if mortality changed for all groups simultaneously.Fig. 4

The sensitivities to changes in mortality that affect all frailty groups are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}b, d and f. All else being equal, an environment with higher overall mortality levels should show a lower fraction of variance in longevity due to heterogeneity. But the details will depend on how heterogeneity affects the vital rates and the mixing of individuals among heterogeneity groups.

The response of $V_{w}$ to mortality at early ages is positive ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}a). The response becomes negative at late ages; the boundary between "early" and "late" ages differs among groups. The response of $V_{b}$ to changes in mortality is negative when the changes affect long-lived frailty groups, and positive when short-lived frailty groups are affected ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}c). The pattern of group-specific positive or negative responses of $\mathcal{K}$ to changing mortality is similar ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}e).

5. Case study: Environmental stochasticity and variance in lifetime reproductive output {#sec0070}
=======================================================================================

The previous example considered the contribution of fixed heterogeneity to variance in longevity, in an age-classified population. In this case study, we consider the contribution of a dynamic form of heterogeneity to the variance in lifetime reproductive output (LRO), in a stage-classified plant population. The heterogeneity in this case reflects the environment into which the individual is born. Subsequent environmental conditions (fire in this case) and their stochastic dynamics, are incorporated into the individual states.

Dynamic heterogeneity can have diverse effects on variance. Fixed heterogeneity leads to intra-cohort selection, removing the more frail individuals and reducing the eventual variance; see [@bib0030] for an example. Dynamic movement among heterogeneity groups can counteract this loss of diversity. However, those dynamics also mix individuals among groups. The lower the rate of mixing, the longer individuals will experience the rates of the environment at the starting stage. The higher the rate of mixing between groups, (in the limit, independent and identically distributed transitions), the less persistent will be the effects of environment at birth. Thus dynamic heterogeneity may either increase or reduce the component of variance due to heterogeneity.

*Lomatium bradshawii* is an endangered perennial herb native to grasslands in Oregon and Washington. *L. bradshawii* is adapted to an environment with frequent fires. Reproductive output increases in years where fires take place ([@bib0050], [@bib0025]). [@bib0050] presented stage-classified matrix models for *L. bradshawii* in a stochastically varying fire environment. The stages include a yearling class, two classes of vegetative plants, and three classes of reproductive plants, differentiated by size. Here, we use the fertility and survival data for one of the populations (Rose Prairie) to calculate the statistics and variance components of lifetime reproductive output for this species. Analyses were performed in [Matlab]{.smallcaps} (code is available in the supplementary material).

Four environmental states were recognized: a fire year, one year since last fire, two years since last fire, and three or more years since the last fire. The dynamics of the fire environment follow a Markov chain with transition matrix$$\mathbf{D} = \begin{pmatrix}
r & r & r & r \\
{1 - r} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & {1 - r} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & {1 - r} & {1 - r} \\
\end{pmatrix},$$where $r$ is the fire frequency. Each of the four fire states has its own set of survival and fertility matrices.

The survival and transition matrix $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$ is constructed as in Eq. [(23)](#eq0115){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where $\mathbb{D}$ contains six copies of the environmental transition matrix $\mathbf{D}$ on the diagonal. The transitions among life history stages ($\mathbf{U}_{i}$) differ among fire environments. We calculate mean and variance in lifetime reproductive output according to Eqs. [(33)](#eq0165){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(37)](#eq0185){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The moments of lifetime reproductive output in Eqs. [(34)](#eq0170){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(35)](#eq0175){ref-type="disp-formula"} depend on $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$ and on the reward matrices ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}$ and ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}$. The reward matrices are constructed from environment-specific fertility schedules. Define a vector $\mathbf{f}_{i}$ containing the mean stage-specific fertilities in environment $i$. The multistate vector of fertilities iswhere $\mathbf{L}_{i}$ is the block-construction matrix appearing in [(22)](#eq0110){ref-type="disp-formula"}. As in [(23)](#eq0115){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the vec-permutation matrix $\mathbf{K}$ permutes the rows and columns so that the structure of $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}$ in [(51)](#eq0260){ref-type="disp-formula"} matches that of $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$.

We assume that rewards are obtained when individuals occupy a given state, regardless of their next transition, and that no rewards can be collected by individuals who are dead. These assumptions give the mean reward matrix,where$$\mathbf{Z} = \begin{pmatrix}
{\mathbf{I}|\mathbf{0}} \\
\end{pmatrix}.$$We obtain the matrix ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}$ of second moments of rewards by assuming that individual reproduction follows a Poisson distribution, so that$${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1} + ({\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1} \circ {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}).$$See [@bib0025] and [@bib0215] for discussion of other ways that ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}$ could be obtained.

The statistics of LRO depend on the fire frequency $r$ ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). Both mean and variance in LRO increase with increasing fire frequency. Despite the strong effect of the fire environment on all the vital rates, the intraclass correlation $\mathcal{K}$ is small for this model; environmental heterogeneity contributes less than 0.5% of the variance in LRO. If we continue the analysis at $r = 0.49$, a scenario roughly corresponding to the maximum contribution of heterogeneity, the stochastic, within-environment component of the variance dominates;$$\begin{array}{l}
{E_{\pi}(\rho) = 1.5,} \\
{V_{w} = 45.2,} \\
{V_{b} = 0.2,} \\
{V = 45.4,} \\
{\mathcal{K} = 0.004.} \\
\end{array}$$Fig. 5Mean and variance in lifetime reproductive output, and the contribution of environmental heterogeneity to variance in LRO in an endangered perennial herb for changing fire frequencies.Fig. 5

For sensitivity analysis we keep the fire frequency set to $r = 0.49$. The stable distribution of environments is given by the right eigenvector of the environmental matrix $\mathbf{D}$ in Eq. [(50)](#eq0255){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This provides the mixing distribution as$$\mathbf{\pi} = \begin{pmatrix}
0.49 & 0.25 & 0.13 & 0.13 \\
\end{pmatrix}^{\mathsf{T}}.$$Other possibilities for mixing distributions have been suggested by [@bib0120].

The sensitivities of lifetime reproductive output to changes in mortality and fertility within each group (i.e., each environment) are calculated using Eqs. [(40)](#eq0200){ref-type="disp-formula"}--[(43)](#eq0215){ref-type="disp-formula"}, following the dependencies shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}b. We first investigate the sensitivity of the variance components to fertility. Most of the derivatives are once again independent of the life cycle structure and the dependent and independent variables of interest. These are collected in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}.

Differentiating [(36)](#eq0180){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}$ gives$$\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} = {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}\left( {\mathbf{1}_{{g\ s} + 1} \otimes \mathbf{Z}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{1}\mathcal{D}({vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{P}}})\frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}}.$$Differentiating [(37)](#eq0185){ref-type="disp-formula"} with respect to $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}$ gives$$\begin{aligned}
\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}} & {= {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}\left\lbrack {\left( {\mathbf{1}_{{g\ s} + 1} \otimes \mathbf{Z}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{1}\mathcal{D}\left( {{vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{P}}}} \right)\frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad\left( {+ 2\left( {{\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{2}\mathcal{D}({vec}\,\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}})\left( {\mathbf{Z} \otimes \mathbf{Z}} \right)\frac{d{vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad\left( {+ 2\left( {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}} \circ {\widehat{\mathbf{R}}}_{1}} \right)^{\mathsf{T}}\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}}} \right\rbrack - 2\mathcal{D}({\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1})\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{f}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}},} \\
\end{aligned}$$where $\mathbf{K}_{1}$ and $\mathbf{K}_{2}$ are vec-permutation matrices ([@bib0145]),$$\mathbf{K}_{1} = \mathbf{K}_{({g\ s} + 1),({g\ s} + 1)},$$$$\mathbf{K}_{2} = \mathbf{K}_{{g\ s},{g\ s}}.$$

The steps required to obtain [(56)](#eq0290){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(57)](#eq0295){ref-type="disp-formula"} are presented in [@bib0215] and in the supplementary material.

The sensitivities of $V_{w}$, $V_{b}$, and $\mathcal{K}$ to fertility are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}. The sensitivities of the within-group variance $V_{w}$ to fertility ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}a and b) increase with stage, up to stage 5. This pattern holds whether fertility is changed within one environment ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}a) or in all environments ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}b).Fig. 6Sensitivity analyses of the variance components of lifetime reproductive output in *L. bradshawii* starting life in the yearling stage. The left-hand panels represent sensitivity of within-group variance (a), between-group variance (c) and the intraclass correlation $\mathcal{K}$ (e) to changes in stage-specific fertility in each environment. The panels on the right represent sensitivity of within-group variance (b), between-group variance (d), and intaclass correlation $\mathcal{K}$ (f) to changes in fertility in all environments simultaneously.Fig. 6

The between-group variance $V_{b}$ is most sensitive to fertility in stage 1 ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}c), with an increase in fertility in a fire year raising $V_{b}$, whereas in the non-fire-years it lowers $V_{b}$. In later stages fertility has only small positive or negative effects on the between-group variance, depending on the environment. When fertility is increased in all environments, $V_{b}$ increases ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}d). The net effect of increasing fertility in stage 1 is zero because it increases LRO equally in every environment, as there is no chance of dying differentially before entering stage 1. Therefore the difference among groups does not change.

The intraclass correlation $\mathcal{K}$ is most sensitive to fertility in stage 1. Whether the response is positive or negative depends on the stage-environment combination ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}e).

As is always the case, sensitivity analysis happily reports the results of changes that are hypothetical. In this case, some changes in fertility are impossible, as, for example, stage 1 is a pre-reproductive stage, and increasing fertility at that stage is an interesting thought experiment rather than a potential biological reality. At the final three stages, where reproduction takes place, the effect of changing fertility is far greater for $V_{w}$ than $V_{b}$, but the fraction of variance due to heterogeneity does not change greatly.

Lifetime reproductive output depends on mortality as well as fertility. The sensitivities of the variance components to mortality are given in Eqs. [(41)](#eq0205){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(43)](#eq0215){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Most of the pieces of these derivatives are given in [Tables 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} and [3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} . Unlike [(47)](#eq0240){ref-type="disp-formula"} for insects, $\mathbf{U}_{i}$ for the plants is a function of growth and survival, as in$$\mathbf{U}_{i} = \mathbf{G}_{i}\mathbf{\Sigma}_{i},$$$$\mathbf{\Sigma}_{i} = \mathbf{I} \circ (\mathbf{1}_{s}\mathbf{\sigma}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}),$$$$\mathbf{\sigma}_{i} = e^{- \mathbf{\mu}_{i}}.$$The sensitivity of $\mathbf{U}_{i}$ with respect to $\mathbf{\mu}_{i}$ is then$$\frac{d{vec}\,\mathbf{U}_{i}}{d\mathbf{\mu}_{i}^{\mathsf{T}}} = - \left( {\mathbf{I} \otimes \mathbf{G}_{i}} \right)\mathcal{D}({vec}\,\mathbf{I})\left( {\mathbf{I}_{s} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{s}} \right)\mathcal{D}(\mathbf{\sigma}_{i}).$$

The derivatives of $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}$ and $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}$ with respect to the transition matrix $\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}$ are still needed. They are$$\begin{aligned}
\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} & {= {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}\left\lbrack {\left( {\mathbf{1}_{{g\ s} + 1}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{Z}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{1}\mathcal{D}({vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{1})\left( {\mathbf{C}_{1} - \mathbf{C}_{2}\left( {\mathbf{I} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{g\ s}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \\
 & {\quad\left( {+ \left( {{\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{2}} \right\rbrack,} \\
\end{aligned}$$$$\begin{aligned}
\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{v}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}} & {= {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{N}}}}^{\mathsf{T}}\left\lbrack {\left( {\mathbf{1}_{{g\ s} + 1}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{Z}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{1}\mathcal{D}({vec}\,{\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{R}}}}_{2})\left( {\mathbf{C}_{1} - \mathbf{C}_{2}\left( {\mathbf{I} \otimes \mathbf{1}_{g\ s}^{\mathsf{T}}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \\
 & {\quad\left( {+ 2\left( {{\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{2}\mathcal{D}({vec}\,{\widehat{\mathbf{R}}}_{1}) + 2\left( {\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}} \circ {\widehat{\mathbf{R}}}_{1}} \right)^{\mathsf{T}}\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}}} \right)} \\
 & {\quad\left( {+ \left( {{\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{2}^{\mathsf{T}} \otimes \mathbf{I}} \right)\mathbf{K}_{2}} \right\rbrack - 2\mathcal{D}({\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{1})\frac{d\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{m}}}}{d{vec}^{\mathsf{T}}\widetilde{\mathbf{\text{U}}}},} \\
\end{aligned}$$where $\mathbf{C}_{1}$ and $\mathbf{C}_{2}$ are$$\mathbf{C}_{1} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{I}_{{g\ s} \times {g\ s}} \\
\mathbf{0}_{1 \times {g\ s}} \\
\end{pmatrix} \otimes \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{I}_{{g\ s} \times {g\ s}} \\
\mathbf{0}_{1 \times {g\ s}} \\
\end{pmatrix},$$$$\mathbf{C}_{2} = \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{I}_{{g\ s} \times {g\ s}} \\
\mathbf{0}_{1 \times {g\ s}} \\
\end{pmatrix} \otimes \begin{pmatrix}
\mathbf{0}_{{g\ s} \times 1} \\
\mathbf{I}_{1 \times 1} \\
\end{pmatrix}.$$The steps required to obtain [(64)](#eq0330){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [(65)](#eq0335){ref-type="disp-formula"} are presented in [@bib0215] and in the supplementary material.

The sensitivities of $V_{w}$, $V_{b}$, and $\mathcal{K}$ to mortality are shown in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}. Increasing mortality in any environment reduces the within-group variance $V_{w}$ ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}a). The effects on $V_{b}$ and $\mathcal{K}$ depend on the stage-environment combination, but the effects are small ([Figs. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}c and e). Increasing mortality in a fire year decreases $V_{b}$, as does increasing mortality in stages 4 and 5.Fig. 7Sensitivity analyses of the variance components of lifetime reproductive output in *L. bradshawii* starting life in the yearling stage. The left-hand panels represent sensitivity of within-group variance (a), between-group variance (c) and the intraclass correlation $\mathcal{K}$ (e) to changes in stage-specific mortality in each environment. The panels on the right represent sensitivity of within-group variance (b), between-group variance (d), and intaclass correlation $\mathcal{K}$ (f) to changes in mortality in all environments simultaneously.Fig. 7

When mortality increases in all environments, both $V_{w}$ ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}b) and $V_{b}$ ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}d) are reduced. The effects on $\mathcal{K}$ are small, and mostly negative ([Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}f).

6. Discussion {#sec0075}
=============

Variance components are central to the discussion of the relative contribution of heterogeneity and stochasticity to life history outcomes. Heterogeneity --- differences among individuals that lead to differences in the vital rates they experience --- is expressed as variance between groups. Individual stochasticity --- differences in outcome among individuals experiencing the same rates --- appears as variance within groups. The important question is how much each of these sources contributes to the variance.

The results in Sections [2.4](#sec0030){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#sec0035){ref-type="sec"} provide a flexible method for decomposing variance, applicable across life history outcomes, types of heterogeneity, life cycles, sets of vital rates, and mixing distributions. This flexibility is a consequence of formulating the life cycle as a multistate matrix model ([@bib0045]).

The within-group and between-group components of variance depend on the life cycle. As in other parts of demography, sensitivity analysis is useful to explore this dependence ([@bib0040]). We present a method for the sensitivity analysis of the variance components to life history parameters and illustrate the approach with two examples: variance in longevity due to heterogeneous frailty in a fruit fly, and variance in lifetime reproductive output due to environmental conditions in an herbaceous plant in a stochastic fire environment.

The fraction of variance explained by heterogeneity differs between these two examples. In the fruit fly, 75% of the variance in longevity is due to heterogeneity in initial frailty. In *L. bradshawii*, only 0.4% of the variance in LRO is due to heterogeneity in initial environmental conditions. Both examples are extreme compared to previous studies, but in different directions. About 5--10% of the variance in longevity is due to frailty in humans ([@bib0115]). About 5% is due to socio-economic heterogeneity in humans ([@bib0180]). A median of 35% is due to frailty in laboratory insect populations ([@bib0110]), and about 6% due to unobserved heterogeneity in the Southern Fulmar ([@bib0125]). Studies of lifetime reproductive output have reported contributions of 22% due to unobserved heterogeneity in Southern Fulmars ([@bib0125]), and 39% due to 'quality' in kittiwakes ([@bib0185]).

[@bib0185] show that for some analytical models incorporating stochasticity and heterogeneity, stochasticity determines a substantial fraction of the variation even as they vary the values for survival and fertility. In addition, they show that increasing variability in survival and fertility generally increased the contribution of stochasticity. The sensitivity results for the two examples analyzed here partly agree with their result, with the added benefit of disentangling at which ages or stages, and which heterogeneity groups within- and between-group variances are most sensitive to fertility and mortality.

In the fruit fly example, the sensitivity of $V_{w}$ to mortality is positive up to some critical age. The sensitivity of $V_{b}$ is negative at these ages, intuitively leading to a decrease in $\mathcal{K}$ with increasing mortality. However, if mortality at early ages increased only for the most 'frail' groups of fruit flies, the result would be an increase in $\mathcal{K}$.

In the case of LRO in *L. bradshawii*, the sensitivity of both variance components to fertility is positive, and to mortality is negative. Although $\mathcal{K}$ is a simple function of $V_{b}$ and $V_{w}$, the sensitivity of $\mathcal{K}$ is not necessarily a simple result of the sensitivities for the variance components. The *Lomatium* example illustrates this, although sensitivity of $\mathcal{K}$ in this case is always small.

The sensitivity patterns, the direction and magnitude of the sensitivities of the variance components and $\mathcal{K}$, differ between the two examples. The fact that, in the fruit fly, increasing mortality changes the within-group and between-group components of variance in opposite directions suggests some kind of trade-off, but this is not observed in the example for *Lomatium*. Whether this difference is a result of the structure of the models, the type of heterogeneity, the choice in mixing distribution, or the demographic outcome under investigation, is a question that can only be answered by additional analyses. More studies of variance components of different species across the tree of life would be indispensable in the search for broad patterns.

The mixing distribution $\mathbf{\pi}$ is a key ingredient in variance decomposition, because it defines the initial distribution of individuals among heterogeneity groups. We have treated it as a fixed parameter; a useful extension would be to include the sensitivity of demographic outcomes to $\mathbf{\pi}$ in the analysis. We expect that its relative influence would vary with the type of heterogeneity.

The term "heterogeneity" applies to a wide range of types of differences among individuals. In this paper, we included an example in which an unobserved, internal, fixed set of differences (frailty, in the broad sense) affected the mortality schedule (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). We also analyzed an example in which the heterogeneity is an observed, external, and dynamic set of differences due to the fire environment. The differences between the vital rates in the fire environments are substantial, yet the between-group variance component is very small. This reflects the dynamic, rather than fixed, nature of the fire environment. Individuals starting life in one environment experience the other environments, decreasing the contribution of the differences in initial environment over the lifetime. Whether this is a general result for dynamic heterogeneity is a question that can only be answered with additional studies.

Additional examples of dynamic heterogeneity and environmental differences, but also different kinds of fixed heterogeneity, and dynamic, sequential heterogeneity groups, will be valuable to elucidate how heterogeneity contributes to the variance in life history outcomes. Many studies include the effects of certain covariates on vital rate estimates; these covariates, if incorporated into a demographic model, might provide the heterogeneity information required for variance analysis.

Life history outcomes are often highly variable among individuals. Especially for fitness components such as lifetime reproductive output, it is important to account for variance due to individual stochasticity, on which selection cannot act ([@bib0190], [@bib0220]). Indeed, individual stochasticity might slow selection by obscuring variance due to genetic heterogeneity ([@bib0190]). Sensitivity analysis of the variance components to the vital rates is a necessary tool to identify the contributions of heterogeneity and stochasticity to life history outcomes.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#sec0085}
==============================

The following are the supplementary data to this article:
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It is important to be clear how our terminology relates to other terms independently introduced to describe the same phenomena. Caswell and collaborators refer to the stochastic differences in outcomes from the same vital rates as *individual stochasticity* (e.g., [@bib0020], [@bib0025], [@bib0065], [@bib0070]), as distinct from heterogeneity. Tuljapurkar and Steiner and collaborators have called the stochastic component *dynamic heterogeneity* and distinguished it from "fixed heterogeneity" (e.g., [@bib0200], [@bib0195], [@bib0190]). As will become clear later, we want to be able to distinguish fixed and dynamic versions of heterogeneity, which is difficult to do using Tuljapurkar and Steiner\'s terminology. However, their dynamic heterogeneity corresponds exactly to our individual stochasticity. More recently, Snyder and Ellner have introduced the much more familiar term *luck* for what we call individual stochasticity.

Observability is, of course, partly a function of the data and how they are collected, and could change if some new measurement was developed. Unobserved heterogeneity poses statistical challenges to estimation, but there is no fundamental difference between the analysis of observed and unobserved sources of heterogeneity.

Two forms of notation collide in this quantity. [@bib0215] use ${\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}}_{k}$ to denote the vector of $k$th moments of lifetime reproductive output, with the tilde indicating that absorbing state\[s\] have been excluded, because it is known a priori that the dead do not reproduce. In this paper, however, the tilde denotes a multistate quantity, with stage-within-group structure. To avoid confusion, we have here adopted the latter convention for $\widetilde{\mathbf{\rho}}$ as well.

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2019.108856>.
